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Abstract 
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A method for reconstructing the complex index of refraction of a bounded two-dimensional inhomogeneous 
object of known geometric configuration from measured scattered field data is presented. This work is an 
extension of recent results on the direct scattering problem wherein the governing domain integral equation 
was solved iteratively by a successive over-relaxation technique. The relaxation parameter was chosen to 
minimize the residua! error at each step. Convergence of this process was established for indices of refraction 
much larger than required for convergence of the Born approximation. For the inverse problem the same 
technique is applied except in this case both the index of refraction and the field are unknown. Iterative 
solutions for both unknowns are postulated with two relaxation parameters at each step. They are determined 
by simultaneously minimizing the residual errors in satisfying the domain integral equation and matching the 
measured data. This procedure retains the nonlinear relation between the two unknowns. Numerical results 
are presented for a number of representative two-dimensional objects. The algorithm is shown to be effective 
in cases where the iterative solution of the direct oroblen is rapidly convergent. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we show how a novel iterative technique can be used to reconstruct complex 
indices of refraction of two-dimensional objects from measurements of the field (acoustic or 
electromagnetic) scattered when the object is illuminated by known sources. The method is an 
extension of the ideas presented in [9,10]. Essentially the method involves casting the inverse 
problem as an optimization problem in which the cost functional consists of two terms, one is 
the defect in matching measured data with the field due to a particular index of refraction and 
the second is the state equation, an integral equation in which the index of refraction appears 
and which the field must satisfy. A modified gradient method is employed to solve the 
optimization problem. By modified gradient we mean that the update of the index of refraction 
takes place in the direction of the gradient of one term of the cost functional, while the update 
of the field involves a successive over-relaxation method. 
Successive over-relaxation is one of a number of iterative methods for solving operator 
equations which emerge as special cases of general technique based on least-square error 
minimization, see [7,11,22]. In a recent paper [8], the application of the over-relaxation method 
to the integral equation arising in scattering from an inhomogeneous object was presented. 
There it was shown that the iterative solution of the direct problem converged for much larger 
indices of refraction than those for which the Born series converged. 
The Born approximation or Born series is well known as a tool in attempts to solve inverse 
problems wherein one tries to determine an unknown index of refraction from measurements 
of a scattered field on some measurement surface exterior to the scattering object. The essence 
of this approach involves making an initial guess of the field in the object, the Born 
approximation, then determining the index of refraction to minimize the discrepancy between 
the far field and the measured data, next solving the direct problem with this newly determined 
index of refraction in order to update the field in the object and then determining a new index 
of refraction to minimize the discrepant) in the far field. This iterative process is continued 
until the defect in matching the measured data is reduced to an acceptable level. Essentially 
the updating involves a linearization of the highly nonlinear dependence of the field on the 
index of refraction. In general there are no rigorous convergence results but the scheme has 
proven to be of practical utility, see e.g., [2,5,12,17,19]. 
Our approach, inspired by the success of the over-relaxation method in solving the direct 
problem, avoids the necessity of solving a direct problem at each step of the iteration. Instead 
the field update directions are chosen as in the successive over-relaxation method to be the 
residual error in the integral equation while the index update involves the gradient of the 
defect. This involves the introduction of two relaxation parameter; which must be determined 
at each step. They are found by simultaneously minimizing the residual errors in the field 
equation and in matching the measured data. This procedure retains the nonlinear relation 
between the two unknowns. 
In the next section we introduce some notation, formulate the problem more precisely, and 
present a little more detail on previous approaches to the inverse problem. Section 3 presents a 
brief summary of the relevant over-relaxation results for the direct problem. The new algorithm 
for solving the inverse problem is given in Section 4 and the results of some numerical 
experiments using this algorithm in recovering the index of refraction of a two-dimensional 
object are presented in Section 5. These results are promising in that they successfully 
reconstruct indices of refraction of fairly general shape. 
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2. Notation and problem statement 
Let D denote the interior of a bounded domain in 0X2, with piecewise smooth boundary. A 
precise mathe,matical characterization of the assumed smoothness is given in [8]. Erect a 
Cartesian coordinate system with origin in D and denote points in R2 as p = (x,, yP) and 
q = (x,, y,). The subscripts will be omitted when there is no danger of confusion. 
We assume that the penetrable inhomogeneous object D is irradiated successively by a 
number of known incident fields uj”c, i = 1 , . . . , I. For each excitation, the direct scattering 
problem is modelled by the following transmission problem. For a given incident field uj”c( p) 
determine ui in D and uyt in ext D (exterior of D) such that 
ext = 
ui 
uj”c + q, 
(1) 
[ V2 + k2n2( p)]uJp) = 0, almost everywhere in D, (2) 
[ V2 + k2]uFt(p) = 0, in ext D, (3) 
uyt = ui, on aD, (4) 
auyt aUi 
-=- 
a~ av ’ 
on aD, (5) 
limrl/‘[~-iku~t]=O, uniformlyind=&, 
T-)QJ 
(6) 
and Ui and VUi are continuous in D, but V2Ui may not be if the complex index of refraction 
n(p) is discontinuous. Here uj”c is defined in IX2 and is analytic in D, k is assumed constant 
with Im( k) >, 0 and the complex index of refraction n(p) is piecewise Holder continuous in D. 
Further a/& denotes the derivative in the outward direction normal to aD, and r := 1 p 1 
:= \1,2+y2. 
Introduce the complex contrast x by 
X(P) =f12(p) - 1. (7) 
Then the direct scattering problem may be reformulated as the domain integral equation 
Ui(p)=uj”‘(p) +k2/x(q)ui(q)y(p, 4) dUq, P ED, i= l,**-,Z, V-9 
D 
*where 
r(a9 rr) = #$‘)(k 1 p -q I). (9 
If ui solves (8), then the scattered field is obtained from the representation 
u?‘(p) = k21DX(4)Ui(q)y(p, q) dvq, p E ext D, i = 1, -. . ,I. (10) 
Introduce the operator notation 
and 
Gtx,Ui(P) =k’/X(Q)ui(q)y(P, 4) d”,, P ED, (11) 
D 
L~*~ui z ui - GtXjUi. (12) 
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If x is restricted to lie in LADI (which iuc!udes piecewise continuous functions), then (81, 
which is simply 
L(,,rc,(p) = rtF’(p), p E D, i = 1,. . . , I, (1,” 
may be considered as an equation for zli( p) E L2( D) where the norm and inner product are 
c”i.l% Ui+z>D = U,,,(P)‘i2(P) dCp* / D 
Assume that UT is measured on some subset S c ext D. S may be a surface enclosing D or 
a set of discrete points exterior to D. Define a norm and inner product on S by 
IIgills= (Algi(P dsp)“‘, if S is a surface, 
= (i lg;(Pj)1’)“2Y if S consists of J discrete points pj, 
k.,, g,.& = ~i.l(~)&2(~) d+ if S is a surface, 
= i g,.ltPj)2i,i?IPj)~ if S = Ipi~~;,. 
j=l 
115) 
Denote by g;(p), p E S, the measured data for each excitation i, i = 1,. . . , I, and introduce the 
operator notation (compare (11)) 
K~,,,x(P) =k’/DX(qJui(4)u(P, 4) dL’qt P ES; (16) 
in what follows it is convenient to distinguish between the operator as a mapping of XUi to D 
and to S, respectively. 
The profile inversion problem is that of finding x for given gj, or solving the equation 
&,x’(P)=&(P)9 PES, i=l*...,I, 07) 
for x subject to the additional condition that ui and x satisfy (13) in D. The iii-posed nature of 
this problem is well known [3]. A frequent approach is to attempt to find x and ui to minimize 
Cf= 1 II gi+ K,,, ,x II s. Since ui depends on x through (13) in a highly nonlinear way, most 
attacks on thik problem embody two principles; first a linearization of the nonlinear depen- 
dence and second a regularization of the optimization problem. The process is usually carried 
out iteratively in the following way: if u:,,. ! is found, determine xn by minimizing Cl= 1 ij gi - 
48 ,l.m_,,xn II s using some kind of regularization and update Ui n_ 1 by solving the equation 
Lfx,,ui,n = uj”E. The starting value is usuiiiiy taken to be u;,~ = ~j,, ilhe Born approximalionj. 
Thrs essentially follows the idea of [M] and has been utilized in various forms by many 
investigators [ 18,24,25]. 
Our approach follows this same line of reasoning and incorporates the idea of [25] in using 
the state equation itseK as the regularizer. A novel feature of our approach is that we avoid 
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solving a forward problem (13) at each step of the iteration by generalizing the successive 
over-relaxation method [11,22] to solve the direct problem. This avoids the linearization implicit 
in other approaches [l&24,25]. 
Specifically we will seek ui and x simultaneously to minimize the functional 
I 
c 11 $c - L(,)“i II; 
F= i=l I 
c II uj”c II2 
i=l 
f: II & - K,, )X II,’ , 
+ j=* 
i II g 
. (18) 
i if II 
i=l 
Most approaches treat the rcgularizer as a penalty term with a coefficient which often must 
be taken to be very small. We choose to put the two terms in (18) on equal footing and 
normalize them in the sense that they are both equal to one when ui = 0, i = 1,. . . , I. 
The iterative solution of the direct problem is summarized in the next section and provides 
the motivation of our choice of correction direction for the field in the inversion algorithm. 
3. The direct problem 
Details of a number of iterative procedures for solving the operator equation Ltxjui = up 
are presented in [7,11,22]. For our problem of many excitations they consist of constructing 
sequences of functions { Ui,,l}I= 0 and associated residuals { I-~,~)~=~ for each i where 
ri n ‘= Uj”c -- L~*~Ui n) ~220, i--l,..., I. . 9 (19 
In the stationary over-relaxation method the sequence of functions {u~,~} is defined as follows 
for each i: 
ui 0 1 arbitrary, Ui,n zU~,~_~ +cY~~,~_,, E 3 1, (20) 
whereas the corresponding successive over-relaxation algorithm is 
U i,o arbitrary, Ui,n =u~,~_I +a,ri,n_l, ~1 a 1, 
I 
C( ‘i,n-ly L(x)ri,rz-I)D 
i=l 
a!, = I . (21) 
c IIL (*fin-l IG 9 
i=l 
The difference in the two methods lies in the relaxation parameter. In the stationary method 
there is a single, possibly complex, parametet a! which must be chosen in some manner while in 
the successive over-relaxation method there is a new cy, at each step which is completely 
specified by the requirement that it be chosen to minimize C!=, I] ri,n 11 D. It should be noted 
that what we call stationary and successive over-relaxation methods are simple examples of 
what [13] calls generalized over-relaxation methods. These are operator analogues of Richard- 
son’s iterative method in matrix theory (see, e.g., [23, p.1411) and are descent methods with 
fiied or variable relaxation parameters or direction coefficients (see, e.g., [6, pp. 61ff.l). 
For one excitation it was shown [Sj that if Im(x) > 0, Im(k) > 0 and x is piecewise Holder 
continuous on D, then there exists an a! such that (13) may be solved by the stationary 
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procedure. That is, for each i, the sequence ~~~~~ generated by (20) converges in /I- II D, to the 
solution of (IS). No recipe for finding the best choice of a is available but numerical 
experiments howed that by choosing a to minimize Ii r, , 11 D, which leads to the explicit choice 
a = < ri.~u, t tk,r,qo)~/iI Lc,,r,, 116, resukd in an iterative method with a wider range of conver- 
gence than the Born series which is the stationary over-relaxation method with LY = 1. 
While a convergence proof for the successive over-relaxation method is not available for the 
integral equation under consideration, numerical experiments indicate not only convergence, 
but also more rapid convergence than in the stationary case. In the stationary case it is shown 
[S] that it is Iw a ays possible to choose a relaxation parameter so that the spectral radius of 
I-LX&; is less than one, so that the iteration converges. Numeric&l experiments [ll] have 
~hmvn that the successive over-relaxation method clearly converges for a range of contrasts 
where the Born series diverges and converges faster than the Born series when the latter 
converges. 
The success of the successive over-relaxation method in the direct problem suggests the 
generalization to the inverse problem described in the next section, 
4. The inversion algorithm 
Here we propose an iterative inversion algorithm which incorporates the ideas of successive 
over-relaxation with the choice of relaxation parameters determined by minimizing residual 
error. Of course now there is an unknown function x and a vector function ui, i = 1,. . -, 1, 
while two error terms are incorporated in the functional (18). This generalizes the results of 
f9,lOl to multiple sources and higher dimension. 
Bearing in mind the fact that the data may consist of a discrete number of measurements 
from which the unique reconstruction of a completely arbitrary function would be impossible, 
we recast the problem somewhat. Introduce two families of linearly independent functions 
{#Jq), 4 E D}z=, and {IL,{ p), p f S};= ,. Rather than to attempt to reconstruct x we limit 
ourselves to reconstruct the projection of ,y on the linear span of {~,,J~‘= 1, an approach also 
used before [24]. Thus we assume 
M 
x(q) = c x,+,(4)- 
m=l 
(22) 
The choice of the functions 4, is somewhat arbitrary but with an eye toward an eventual 
convergence proof, not presented here, the families {#,),“=, should be ultimately dense (as 
M + ~0) in the space in which the function x is sought. Further, (4,) should be piecewise 
Klder continuous on D in order to be consistent with the assumptions on x. In addition these 
functions should be chosen to incorporate any a priori information about x that is available. In 
the absence of any such information the #,,, may be chosen to be polynomials or finite-element 
functions. The choice of the functions t,kj is also arbitrary, although it would be convenient if 
they were mutually orthogonal on S. If the surface S is a circle or sphere, an obvious choice 
would be circular or spherical harmonics, in which case the expansion coefficients of the data 
would be (g,, $,)J. In the event that the data are available only at a discrete number of sample 
points, F!, j = 1, _. . , J, a useful choice is ~j( P) = 6(p -pi), in which case the inner product 
( g,,Gj>, IS interpreted as the linear functional ( gi, $j>s = gj(pj)_ 
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We propose to find the projection of x on the linear span <&},e , . lxvhich minimizes the error 
in the projection of si - &,x on the linear span of {#;.}/= 1. In order to do this we express 
functions on S as vectors whose components are projections 01; o ~j. First define the 
coefficients in (22) as an M-component vector 
x= (Xl9 X*9*..,XM)T* (23) 
Next introduce this vector x into (11) with the definition 
GtxJU, ‘= E XmG(di,)Uiy (24) 
m=l 
an3 in addition 
L~,,Ui := Ui - G, ,Ui l (25) 
Now define J-component vectors from functions on S so that the measured data gi( p) becomes 
the data vector 
gi= ((gi, @l)SY (sip $*)S9*wo9(gi9 (CIJ)S)TY 
and in addition 
(26) 
in which x l 4 = Cf= 1xm~m. Define the residuals on D and on S as 
r- = u 1 ~ - L~x~Ui, Pi = gi - K(u,)X* 
We then propose the iterative construction of sequences {Ui,n} and {x,} as follows: 
u. uf”C, 
1,Q = x0 = 0, (other starting choices may be made) 
Uin=Uin-l+QY,rin-19 , 9 , Xn =xn-1 +&L (29) 
r. 14 
=Ui”c- I~,, )Ui n’, n 1 P i,n = gi - K(u,.n)Xn 7 
where CY,, and & are in general complex constants which are chosen at each step to minimize 
f: II II rin 2 i II Pi,n 11 s’
F,= iTi ’ + i=l 
(30) 
C ll”i”‘IIi i IISills2 l 
i=l i=l 
Here, the residual errors can recursively be written as 
r. r,n =ri n-1 -‘ytzL(*,_l)ri n-l 3 - 9 + PnG(dnjUi,n - 1 + (YnPnG(dn)ri,n - 17 
P =Pi,n-1 - anK(rt,n_l)Xn-I - PnK(rr,,,_,jdn - anPnK(r,.n_l)dn* 
(31) 
i,n 
Note that for each n, the vector xn has M components, while pi,,l and gi have J components 
so that by the norm and inner product on S are meant 
j=l 
J (32) 
(gi.19 gi,2)S= C (gi,*y *j)S(gi2, Jii)s* 
9 
j=l 
Implicit in this definition is the assumption that the functions & are orthogonal on S. 
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In (29) the function d,, which is the updating direction for xn, has to be specified. Wc 
choose d, to be the gradient of the error in matching the measured data at the previous, 
(12 - l)st, step. Explicitly, treating x and X as independent variables, we define the M-compo- 
nent complex-valued vector d, to be 
d, = (33) 
Carrying out the differentiation we find 
where the vector ktut,+, is defined as 
and the operator K(,,, is defined in (16). 
The minimization of the quantity F, of (301, using (311, leads to a nonlinear problem for the 
variables cy, and & at each step, which we solve using the Fletche* -Reeves-Polak-Ribiere 
conjugate gradient method [14] to find values of (Y, and p, which produce a (local) minimum. 
The starting values of (Y, and & are chosen to be equal to zero. Other solutions of this 
nonlinear algebraic equation have not been investigated. 
In the next section we will demonstrate the performance of the present scheme for some 
representative xamples. 
5. NumericaI results 
In this section we present the results of a number of numerical examples. In these examples, 
the domain D is taken to be a square and this square is subdivided into subsquares of equal 
sizes. In fact, the domain D need not actually be a square. Other shapes can be achieved by 
choosing the contrast x to be zero over portions of the square and this is illustrated in our 
examples. Hence the inversion algorithm not only reconstructs the index of refraction, but also 
locates the scatterer within this square. The integrals in the operator expressions are replaced 
by a summation of the integrals over the subsquares. Over each subsquare the field function 
and the contrast function are assumed to be constant (the functions 4, are pulse functions). 
Consistent with this approximation, we replace the integration over each subsquare by a polar 
integration over a circular domain of equal surface area. Then, the integrations over the 
subdomains can be carried out analytically ilS]. The operator expressions containing the L 
operator or the G operator have a convolution structure and they can then be computed very 
efficiently with a Fast Fourier Technique [21]. 
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The measurement domain S is taken to be a set of points (pi} equally spaced on a circle 
circumscribing the square; so the inner products of a function v on S with ~j must be 
interpreted as 
[VI #j), = v( Pj)* 
The sources uj”c will be taken to be line sources located at these same points {pi), so that in 
our examples I = J. 
For each configuration we-first present convergence results for the direct problem using both 
the successive over-relaxation method and the Born series. We shall compare the R.M.S. error 
i II ri,n II 
Err, = iT’ (36) 
c II up II 
i=l 
as a function of the number of iterations n. These results will be used to support the conjecture 
that effectiveness of the inversion algorithm depends on the rapidity of convergence of the 
over-relaxation method for the direct problem and not on the convergence of the Born series. 
We then present the results of the inversion algorithm. The measured data were simulated 
by solving the direct scattering problem with a conjugate gradient method (CGFFT [21]) while 
imposing an error criterion with an R.M.S. error Err,, < lQ_ lo The reconstructed contrasts are . 
presented pictorially, and in addition numerical convergence is shown by plotting the profile 
error 
Err(,) = 
II x -x,, ll 
II 1 +x II 
and the R.M.S. error F,‘12, defined in (30). 
Configuration I 
As first example we consider a square object with dimensions of A x A, where A = 27r/k is 
the free-space wavelength. The contrast profile is given by 
*=cos(F) cos(Y), (38) 
where the origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the object. The object is subdivided 
into 19 x 19 subsquares. A surface plot of this profile over the discretized object domain is 
presented in Fig. 1. Note that the imaginary part of the complex profile is equal to zero. On a 
circle of diameter 2h around the object we locate 10 (line) receivers at equally spaced points, 
while the object is irradiated by a (line) source that is located successively at each receiver 
location, hence Z = J = 10. 
We first solve the direct problem for this configuration by using the successive over-relaxa- 
tion method of (21) and compare the convergence of this method with that of the Born series 
which is obtained from the stationary ov .r-relaxation method (20) with (Y = 1. The errors are 
plotted as a function of the number of iterations in Fig. 2. Although the Born series still seems 
to converge, at a very slow rate, the successive over-relaxation method converges much faster. 
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Fig. 1. The contrast profile for Configuration I; the Fig. 2. The numerical convergence of Born series and 
senior are A x A; the peak value of the contrast the successive over-relaxation method in the direct 
is 1. problem for Configuration I. 
We secondly solve the inverse problem. The numerical convergence of the profile error 
I+(,1 and the R.M.S. error F$“” is plotted in Fig. 3. It should be remarked that in practice we 
are never able to measure the profile error. This means that the error quantity Fi/* is the only 
available measure of convergence. We observe that with as few as 15 iterations the errors are 
decreased to values of about 1%. Some surface plots of the reconstructed profiles are 
presented in Fig_ 4 for various values of n, the number of iterations. Comparison with the 
original profile in Fig. I indicates the success of the reconstructions. Note that the imaginary 
part of the complex profile function converges to zero as it should. Additional numerical 
experiments confirm that our inversion algorithm reconst~cts smooth profiles very accurately 
as long as the successive over-relaxation method for solving the direct problem converges 
reasonably rapidly. 
As second example we consider an object with discontinuous profile. We assume that the 
object consists of two distinct square homogeneous objects contained inside a square domain 
with dimensions of d x d. The two objects have diameter of approximately -$d and the distance 
between them is also id. The contrast or profile unction in the larger square has step 
discontinuities; x = 0 outside the objects and x = 0.8 inside the objects. This example is 
equivaIent o that in [I]. I-Iowever, we use a finer discretization by subdividing the surrounding 
square iuto 29 X 29 subsquares. A surface plot of this profile over the discretizcd domain is 
presented in Fig. 7. Note that the imaginary part of the complex profile is again equal to zero. 
A circle of diameter 2d around the object is equally partitioned by J points. These points se&Ye 
as receiver locations, while the object is irradiated by a source that is located successively at 
each receiver location, here I = J. We consider three cases, viz. (i) d = A and I = J = 10, (ii) 
d=2h and Z=J=2O,(iii)d=3A slnd Z=J=30. 
We fust solve the direct problem for this configuration by using the successive over-relaxa- 
tion method of (21) and compare the convergence of this method with that of the Born series. 
The numerical results are presented in Fig. 5. We observe that in the case of d = 3h the Born 
series diverges, while the successive over-relaxation method still converges rapidly. 
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Fig. 3. The numerical convergence of the profile recon- 
struction for Configuration I. 
Fig. 4. The reconstructed profiles for Configuration I. 
We secondly solve the inverse problem. The numerical convergence of both the profile error 
ErrkI and the R.M.S. error F,“2 are plotted in Fig. 6. We observe that for the case d/A = 1 
the profile error remains high as the number of iterations increases. This is also obvious from 
the surface plots of the reconstructed profiles shown in Fig. 8 for various values of ~1, the 
number of iterations. It appears that the wavelength of the incident waves is too large to 
resolve the discontinuities in the profile. Our scheme attempts to reconstruct a band-limited 
version of the real profile. This observation is in agreement with that of [B, p.3101, which states 
that the expected resolution, using the Rayleigh criterion, is about half a wavelength. We have 
also performed an additional experiment with 30 transmitters and 30 receivers (I = J = 301, but 
we did not obtain higher resolution. Therefore we have performed some more experiments with 
smaller wavelengths, viz. d/h = 2 and d/A = 3. The reconstructed profiles are presented in 
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. We indeed see that for decreasing wavelengths a higher resolution 
is obtained; however, we observe a phenomenon similar to the Gibbs phenomenon in the 
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Fig. 6. The numerical convergence of the profile recon- 
struction for Configuration II, for d/A = 1,2 and 3. 
approximatiz of a discontinuous function by band-limited functions: there mcur oscillations 
near the discontinuities and they increase for smaller wavelengths and they accumulate close to 
the discontinuities. This confirms that our inversion algorithm is strictly band-limited and the 
resolution is determined by the wavelength of the incident waves. 
Data with noise 
For our latter example with d/h = 3 we investigate the influence of noisy data. We have 
added to the data a noise signal with maximum amplitude of 10% of the maximum amplitude 
of the data at all data points i = 1,. . . , I, j = 1,. . . , J. It is observed that this high noise level has 
only a minor influence on the reconstruction process. In Fig. 11 we observe that the profile 
error Err,, ) in the case of data with 10% noise behaves almost the same as that without noise, 
while the R.M.S. error F,‘i2 in the case of noisy data is at a very high level (as it should be). 
Obviously, in the case of noisy data, the R.M.S. error FJj2 is not a realistic measure of 
convergence. In Fig. 12 the plots of the reconstructed profiles Jsing noisy data are presented. 
Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 10, we observe the influence of the noise only after large number 
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Fig. 7. The contrast profile for Configuration II; the Fig. 8. The reconstructed profiles for Configuration II, 
dimensions of the square domain are d x d; the peak when d =A. 
value of the contrast is 0.8. 
of iterations. Since the imaginary part of the reconstructed profile has to vanish, the noise is 
clearly visible in the reconstructed imaginary part of the profile. We believe that the band-limited 
properties of our inversion scheme make the scheme very robust and not very sensitive to the 
presence of noise in the data. 
As last example we consider an object that has a complex contrast with a nonzero imaginary 
part. We assume the profile function of the object to be define&inside a square domain with 
dimensions of 3A x 3A. The profile distribution is given as follows: inside a square domain of 
about A x A the contrast is x2 = 0.6 + 0.2i; outside this domain and inside a square domain of 
about 2A X 2A the contrast is x1 = 0.3 + 0.4i; outside the latter domain the contrast vanishes, 
so that the scattering object is indeed smaller than the square with side 3A. 
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Fig. 9. Ihe reconstructed profiles for Configuration II, 
when d = 2A. 
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Fig. 10. The reconstructed profiles for Configuration 
II, when d = 3A. 
The square is subdivided into 29 x 29 subsquares. On a circle of diameter 6h around the 
object 30 receivers are located at equally spaced points, while the object is irradiated by a 
source that is located successiveiy at each receiver location, hence i = J = 30. 
As in the previous examples we first solve the direct problem for this configuration by using 
the successive over-relaxation method of (21) and compare the convergence of this method with 
that of the Born series. The numerical results are presented in Fig. 13. We observe that the 
Born series diverges while the successive over-relaxation method converges rapiJly. 
We secondly solve the inverse problem. The numerical convergence of the profile error 
Errki and the R.M.S. error Fi/* is plotted in Fig. 14 (solid lines) and the reconstructed 
profiles are given in Fig. 15. A few hundred iterations are needed for reasonable reconstruc- 
tions. Again it appears that the algorithm tends to reconstruct a band-limited profile, because 
the profile error remains at a much higher level than the R.M.S. error. 
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Fig. 11. The numerical convergence of the profile re- 
construction for Configuration II, when d = 3A, from 
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Fig. 12. The reconstructed profiles for Configuration 
II, when d = 3A, from data with 10% noise. 
Band-limited profile 
In order to investigate the phenomenon of band-limitation, we approximate the original 
profile by a finite Fourier series 
7 7 
X app = c c Xjk cos 
j=Ok=O 
(g) cos( g, 
where the origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the object. The Fourier coefficients 
xjk are easily determined from the original discontinuous profile shown in Fig. 15. This new 
profile is taken to be a new original profile and is c&own in Fig. 16. Note that this band-limited 
profile closely resembles the reconstructed profile of Fig. 15 (n = 512). Subsequently, :ve 
simulated measured data by solving the forward problem for this given band-limited profile. 
With these data we use our inversion algorithm to reconstruct this profile. The numerical 
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Fig. 14. The numerical convergence of the profile re- 
construction for Configuration III. 
convergence of the errors are given in Fig. 14 (dotted lines). We observe that the R.M.S. error 
F”’ in the reconstruction of the original discontinuous profile is very close to that of the 
bland-limited profile, but the profile error Err (x,I in the reconstructed band-limited profile 
decreases at a much larger rate. The surface plots of the reconstructed profiles for this 
band-limited case are presented in Fig. 16. Comparing Figs. 15 and 16 we see that the 
reconstructed profiles are very similar. This supports the assertion that our inversion scheme 
reconstructs band-limited approximations of the actual profiles. 
6. Conclusions 
In [9,%] we proposed a new iterative scheme to reconstruct the constitutive parameters of a 
bounded inhomogeneous object from scattering data. The scheme involved the simultaneous 
minimization of tk error in both the object domain and the measurement domain in an 
iterative way. The method was formulated and tested in one-dimensional problems, scattering 
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by a slab at a single frequency, in which the available data are severely limited (back and 
forward scattering). This limitation on the number of data points essentially restricted the class 
of profiles we were able to reconstruct to constant and linear varying indices of refraction. 
In the present paper we have extended the algorithm to two dimensions where the number 
of data points which might be utilized is greatly increased, even at a fixed frequency, by varying 
source and receiver location. The essential features of the algorithm are retained. It is still 
based on a successive over-relaxation method for solving the direct problem coupled with a 
gradient scheme for minimizing the error in matching measured data. While the algorithm is 
more complicated in that a number of different forward problems corresponding to a number 
of different incident waves are included, the essential features are the same. It still avoids the 
need for solving any forward problems at any stage of the iteration, instead the accuracy of the 
reconstructed contrast and the associated field are increased gradually. A number of numerical 
examples have been presented which indicate that the algorithm is very effective in reconstruct- 
ing complex-valued spatially varying contrasts in cases where the successive over-relaxation 
method produces rapidly convergent solutions of the direct problem. The fact that the success 
of the reconstruction depends on successive over-relaxation rather than convergence of the 
Born series means that it is applicable to a wider range of contrasts and frequencies than other 
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Fig. 16. The reconstructed profiles for Configuration III (band-limited profile). 
Born-based inversion methods. The limits on the magnitude of the contrast that can be 
reconstructed using this method are still to be explored. We expect that a necessary but not 
sufficient constraint on the contrast is that the successive over-relaxation method must 
effectively solve the forward or direct problem. However, if a more sophisticated forward solver 
were incorporated into the algorithm, then even wider ranges contrasts and frequencies could 
be accommodated, see e.g., [4]. This is one item for future research. Another way to possibly 
enhance the effectiveness of the method is to build into the scheme the distorted Born iterative 
method [1,20], but this has yet to be done. 
The numerical examples support the contention that spatial variations much less than a 
wavelength cannot be .-esolved. Moreover, the way in which the algorithm is constructed, it 
attempts to reconstruct not the profile itself, but a projection of the profile onto a finite-dimen- 
sional space. This effectively imposes a band-limitation on the reconstructed profiles, which is 
confirmed by the numerical examples. 
While we have indicated a number cf limitations and possible avenues for future work, the 
method as it stands appears to constitute an effective tool for profile reconstruction. 
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